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I. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS

A. KUJUMP INTEL. NOTHING TO REPORT.

B. WAVE INTEL.

UPG-4237 (CABLE) AMFAST-6 REPORTING THRU AMOTS. ULTIMATE
SOURCE FIRST SEC CHILE EMB HABANA, GIVES IDEAS SOVIET HIGH COMMAND

CUBA: NO DOI WHICH ASSURED FALL 63.

C. HOLA AND KUTUBE/0. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PRESS AND RADIO

II. HIAW HERALD 14 DEC CITED COMMENT DADE COUNTY MANAGER

IRVING HIAWTH THAT CESSATION FEDERAL AID TO CUBAN REFUGEES IS
"REALITY" AND IMPACT ON HIAW ECONOMY WILL BE SLIGHT. HERALD EDITORIAL SAID REVIEW WAS "SOUND DECISION WHICH HAD TO COME SOONER OR LATER."

CHANNEL 4 TV 13 DEC TELEvised INTERVIEW MANUEL ANTONIO DE VARONA IN
WHICH HE ASKED REINTERVIEWS CONSIDER MASS RELOCATION REFUGEES. SERGIO
VIDAL GAIDO, UPAD 12 DEC SAID ANNOUNCEMENT WAS INOPPORTUNE COMING
IN CUBAN S/st AND VIVED MISTAKES TO SEEK JOBS HERE SO THEY COULD

12703
(D) 1 DEC: CLEOPATRA SAB OP INFIL PHASE SUCCESSFUL.

(C) 10 DEC: SUCCESSFUL EMERGENCY EXFIL CLEOPATRA TEAM DUE EVERY ACTIVITY AND FIRE FIGHT WITH TEAM ON MAINLAND.

(E) 12 DEC: COBRA XI RESUPPLY AND EXFIL ATTEMPT UNSUCCESSFUL DUE ENEMY BOATS IN AREA.

(E) 10 DEC: ANDREACH INFIL ATTEMPT UNSUCCESSFUL DUE BAD WEATHER.

(F) 13 DEC: COBRA XIV UNSUCCESSFUL DUE ENEMY BOATS IN AREA.

(G) 15 DEC: CHALICE V CACHE ATTEMPT UNSUCCESSFUL DUE ENGINE TROUBLE INTERMEDIATE CRAFT.

2. FORECAST 15-21 DEC:

(A) 15 DEC: ANNCHE V INFIL THREE MEN TO BRING OUT FC ASSET AND LIFE PLAN EXFIL 20 DEC WILL UTILIZE N/V NEPTUNE.

(B) 15 DEC: SAB OP DUCK AGAINST PATROL BOATS SIGUANA HARD ISLE OR HUNO BY 2-AM ANCHOR UDT TEAM WILL UTILIZE N/V LADY DEE NO 0-CON.

(C) 19 DEC: REEVE CHALICE V CACHE.

(D) 17 DEC: REEVE COBEX CHILF INFIL TWO-MAN TEAM ON KEEN OFF SOUTH COAST LAG VILLAS.

(E) 17 DEC: DARBYK REENDEZVousse WITH CUBAN FISHING BOAT FROM DILL IN OFF HAVANA COAST TO SET-UP RAT LINK.

(F) 17 DEC: ANNCHE V EXFIL PHASE.

III. MAINTENANCE

16 DEC PHOTOGRAPHY BY VESSEL RANEO V 24-02 AND 01-19.

CANN TO BASE 14 HDD DATA BASE CARCASS PIECES STRUCTURAL STEEL, SUBM TO STORED LEAK CORR IN LUBE CACHE ON PORT SIDE AFTER DECK
UNIDENTIFIED DOCK CARGO UNDER SCRAP LUMBER COVER.

V. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAINING

ANKRUS TEAM COMPLETED F1 TRAINING 14 DEC

B. TECH SERVICES

DURING WEEK ENDING 14 DEC, TSB:

1. PROCESSED 31 SUL MESSAGES.

2. TRAINED 8 AGENTS IN SW; 4 AGENTS IN OPERATIONAL GROUND PHOTOGRAPHY.

5. TESTED AND EVALUATED FOR OPERATIONAL USE: KOWA-E CAMERA; MINOR COUPLED W/BINOCULAR AND NEW ELECTRONIC STROBE LIGHT.

A. ISSUED 10 CUBAN AND 16 PBPRIME DOCS.

9. RECEIVED TWELVE DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS FROM AMOTS AND 7 DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS FROM JMBAR.

5. ISSUED EIGHT PIECES CUBAN CLOTHING.
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